PGP®
The world’s
best selling
residential and
light commercial
rotor sets the
standard for an
entire industry

The Irrigation Innovators

4" Pop-up

M

eet the First Family of gear-driven plastic rotary
sprinklers for residential and light commercial
irrigation. First because they’ve outsold and
outperformed all others in their class since we introduced
the original model in 1981.
By choosing these exceptional Hunter products,
you endow your property with one of its greatest assets:
durable, trouble-free rotary sprinklers with precisionengineered nozzles for efficiency and consistently

beautiful results. You’ll get no brown spots near the head
or anywhere else, with evenly distributed water at a rate
your soil can absorb. The PGP® is driven by today’s most
advanced technology, including the industry’s best gear
mechanism to provide you with years of flawless service.
For a landscape of quiet beauty—and your peace
of mind—why settle for second best when you can have
the sprinkler by which everything else is measured?
Pick PGP.

With over a 20-year
track record, the PGP® is
the world’s best-selling
rotary sprinkler.

Our pop-up sprinklers rotate silently, then disappear when the job is done. Nothing to disturb the
ear or distract the eye from your landscape.

Save water
with slow, even
application and
no run-off

Features & Benefits

Integral rubber cover with
membrane covered sockets
Keeps dirt out, permanently installed

Whisper Quiet Rotation
Unlike annoying impact sprinklers,
the PGP waters quietly, evenly, efficiently. You’ll get precise pattern control with no bothersome backsplash
onto walkways or buildings…as well
as no impact clatter that will keep
you awake when your system is
running at night.

Through-the-top adjustment
with helpful symbols
Easiest to adjust, wet or dry
Quick check arc/fast forward
For quick verification of arc stop points
Complete set of interchangeable nozzles
20 standard or 7 low-angle nozzles for virtually
any task
Factory installed nozzles available
Choose the convenience of pre-installed nozzles
for large projects
Radius adjustment of up to 25%
Easy fine-tuning without changing nozzles
Reversing full-circle and
part-circle operation in one unit
For fastest, hassle-free adjustment, 40° to 360°,
wet or dry
Advanced riser seal
Industry’s most reliable and proven wiper seal
Large dirty water screen
Puts an end to nozzle clogging
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